future studies, both epidemiological and clinical trials, used this threshold to create categories or define intervention goals. Thus, while there are a lot of data examining 150 min/week or more compared with no activity, there are few data examining different doses, intensities, types, or frequencies of exercise. As a result, it is not that 150 min is the best cut-off point chosen from many dose–response studies, but rather, it is the cut-off point with the most available data.

Applying the medicine model to exercise, just as one blood pressure drug and one dose are not suitable for all patients, one exercise prescription does not fit all clinical situations. For example, a sedentary, elderly person with multiple chronic conditions is likely to get great benefit from even a small increase in physical activity, such as 60–70 min/week of low- to moderate-intensity walking, along with some balance and light resistance training. Whereas for a 50-year-old healthy person, 60–70 min is better than nothing, but achieving 150 min or more a week may have substantially more long-term benefits. The dose and type of physical activity for postmenopausal women to reduce the risk of osteoporosis, is likely to be different from the dose and type of required for weight loss in young people. Important research questions to be examined related to dose and aerobic exercise include the interaction of ethnicity, age, gender and various medical conditions.

Many questions about exercise dose, intensity and type of exercise remain to be answered. For example, we have very few data on doses of resistance or flexibility training that may be beneficial for various outcomes. Resistance, flexibility and balance training have great potential to improve health and function in older adults, and much more research is needed to clarify the relative importance of these activities. Although there are potentially a huge number of permutations to be examined, a few key dose–response studies could produce informative data for the future exercise recommendations.

In summary, while an exercise pill is an exciting concept it is also not likely to be a reality any time soon. However, the nonsense generated by the idea of such an invention creates an opportunity to discuss some real concerns related to physical activity. Central among those is why, given the powerful, pleiotropic medical benefits of exercise, it is not prescribed more in clinical settings? Should this not be an area of investment and focus? Further, there is still a need to refine the exercise prescription. For example, what is the minimal dose of aerobic activity to promote/maintain health and quality of life? How much and what type of resistance training is optimal? Does the prescription vary by age, gender, ethnicity and health status? There is no action (except abstaining from smoking) that could improve health more than being physically active, yet it remains an afterthought in clinical medicine and federal funding priorities. We continue excitably to search for health in a pill, yet we already have the readily available behaviour of regular exercise that would provide enormous benefits. We are missing a great opportunity to prescribe/promote health at an individual, societal and global level. We call upon professionals in clinical medicine, exercise science and public health to become more aggressive in implementing exercise treatments for all.
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Too much sitting: a novel and important predictor of chronic disease risk?

N Owen,1 A Bauman,2 W Brown3

Research on physical activity and health has pointed clearly to increasing the time that adults spend doing moderate to vigorous intensity activities: 30 minutes a day is generally recommended. However, recent evidence underlines the importance of also focusing on sedentary behaviours—the high volumes of time that adults spend sitting in their remaining “non-exercise” waking hours. We provide a brief overview of recent evidence for the distinct relationships between ‘too much sitting’ and biomarkers of metabolic health and, thus, with increased risk of type 2 diabetes, cardiovascular disease and other prevalent chronic health problems. Particular concerns for this new field include the challenges of changing sedentary behaviours in the context of ubiquitous environmental and social drivers of sitting time; examining the effects of interventions for reducing or breaking-up sitting time and identifying the most relevant implications for clinical and public health practice.

Increasing participation in leisure time physical activity (LTPA) in adult populations is a central tenet of strategies for preventing major chronic diseases (type 2 diabetes, cardiovascular disease, breast and colon cancer) and obesity in developed and developing nations.1,2 To date, clinical practice, community programmes, mass-media campaigns and population strategies have focused mainly on encouraging and supporting individuals to be more active, largely during discretionary or leisure time, but more recently (and to a lesser extent) also in travel time.3 While these approaches have met with some success, our recent body of work has identified sedentary behaviour (time spent sitting) as a novel and
Figure 1 Objectively measured distributions of moderate to vigorous physical activity (MVPA), light intensity physical activity (LIPA) and sedentary time during adults’ waking hours.

potentially important risk factor for the development of chronic disease. Even if people meet the current recommendation of 30 minutes of physical activity on most days each week, there may be significant adverse metabolic and health effects from prolonged sitting—the activity that dominates most people’s remaining “non-exercise” waking hours.

As population levels of overweight and obesity continue to increase, and chronic health problems from inactivity become increasingly prevalent, there is now an imperative to increase population levels of overall total daily energy expenditure. However, discretionary participation in moderate to vigorous physical activity is insufficient to raise energy expenditure as much as is necessary for population-level obesity prevention. Objective data derived from a recent accelerometer study, in which physical activity was measured objectively (as opposed to being self-reported), show that adults, on average, spend more than half their waking hours in sedentary activities (primarily prolonged sitting). The remainder of the time is spent in light intensity physical activity (LIPA; predominantly standing with some ambulation) and only about 4–5% of the day is spent in moderate to vigorous physical activity (MVPA) (fig 1). It is clear that if sedentary time decreases, then time spent in LIPA or MVPA will increase. While the metabolic and health consequences of actual shifts in sedentary time relative to LIPA and MVPA are currently unknown, new evidence now suggests that such challenges need to be addressed.

Compelling recent evidence emphasises the need to influence sedentary behaviour—to limit excessive sitting—and to reduce its likely health consequences. This will involve very different approaches from those needed to increase LIPA, such as exercise prescription. The behaviour of sitting time occurs in different contexts, including sitting for transport, at work, at home and in leisure time. It also requires that researchers determine the quantum of the increase in total physical activity (LIPA or MVPA) that would be required to achieve better health outcomes and prevent obesity and identify how best to go about achieving such changes.

TOO MUCH SITTING—THE HEALTH CONSEQUENCES OF SEDENTARY BEHAVIOUR

New evidence suggests that contemporary changes in transport, occupations, domestic tasks and leisure activities have had negative effects on daily energy expenditure. Sedentary behaviour (from the Latin sedere—“to sit”) is the term now used to characterise those behaviours for which energy expenditure is low, including prolonged sitting time in transit, at work, at home and in leisure time. In this context, the metabolic equivalent (MET) is used to define body mass neutral energy expenditure of activities, as the ratio of the metabolic rate of the activity and resting metabolic rate, which is defined as 1 MET. Running has a MET value of at least 8 METS, moderate-pace walking has a value of about 3–4 METs and sedentary behaviours are in the range of 1–1.5 METs.

A recently published prospective study showed that self-reported sitting time (as a predictor of weight gain in Australian women, even after adjustment for energy intake and leisure time physical activity). This was followed by observational studies using objective measurement of sedentary time, which showed that not only is total sedentary time important for blood glucose control but also that a larger number of breaks in sedentary time are associated with more favourable metabolic profiles. Additionally, these relationships have been found to be consistently stronger for women than for men.

Recent findings also suggest that leisure time MVPA, in the context of otherwise sedentary lifestyles (fig 1), is unlikely to be sufficient to prevent increasing population levels of overweight, obesity and chronic disease.

More than two-thirds of the mid-age population in developed countries like the UK, the USA and Australia is now overweight or obese, which poses additional significant health risks for this generation. Also, about 6% of children are also now obese and this obesity is likely to track into adulthood. Both overweight/obesity and physical inactivity in mid-age are strong markers for the development of non-communicable disease over time. Thus, reducing sitting time may have at least as important a role as promoting physical activity in maintaining healthy weight and in preventing further weight gain and improving chronic disease outcomes in mid-age adults; it is crucial for the future health of ageing populations.

What is now needed is a broader, innovative approach to understanding and influencing sedentary behaviour in addition to increasing physical activity. This requires a paradigm shift, so that one
thinks about the sedentary behaviour and activity in all aspects of daily life, including transport, occupational settings, domestic work and leisure, especially around obesity management and the role of total physical activity in the prevention of further weight gain. This involves some re-orienting of the physical activity and health field from its well-established focus on LTTPA to a comprehensive programme of research to understand the determinants of sedentary behaviour and both LIPA and MVPA. It will also involve studying the effects on health outcomes of shifting the balance of these behaviours towards more activity in all domains of daily life.

CLINICAL IMPLICATIONS

Given the recent recognition of this phenomenon of too much sitting, there are not yet any recommended clinical guidelines. Common sense might suggest that it may be prudent to try to minimise prolonged sitting with 5 minute breaks every hour. However, more specific advice will require dose-response relationships between sitting and health outcomes to be defined using controlled studies. Many of the possible interventions that encourage movement may well be undertaken in settings in which prolonged periods of sedentary behaviours are the norm.

CONCLUSIONS

Research, policy and practice on physical activity and population health has focussed largely on increasing the time that adults spend doing moderate to vigorous intensity activities; 30 minutes a day is generally the target. However, recent evidence from biomarker studies and objective-measurement studies (and also from some prospective epidemiological studies) highlights the importance of focusing on the balance of light-intensity activities and sedentary behaviours—particularly the high volumes of time that adults in industrialised and developing countries spend sitting in their 15.5 “non-exercise” waking hours. A particular concern for this new research agenda is how to approach reducing or breaking-up prolonged sitting time, and how this might relate to increasing light intensity and moderate to vigorous intensity physical activities. Other research opportunities include carrying out studies on how best to promote higher volumes of overall physical activity (light intensity activities in addition to moderate to vigorous intensity activities), in the context of the ubiquitous environmental and social drivers of sitting time in occupational, transportation, recreational and domestic settings.

Particular concerns for exercise science research agenda include identifying why sedentary behaviour and the associated health relationships seem to be particularly strong for women and examining the effects of interventions for reducing or breaking-up sitting time. The issue of too much sitting has challenging implications for future healthcare practice and will require development of new kinds of clinical and public health guidelines.10
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Is the measurement of maximal oxygen intake passé?

Roy J Shephard

A recent and controversial review1 suggests that the measurement of maximal oxygen intake is passé. The author concludes (p. 554) “It is now time to develop novel testing methods...That the measured VO2max is a relatively poor predictor of both the performance potential of athletes with similar athletic ability and of the changes in performance that occur with continued training should encourage both basic and applied sports scientists to reconsider the real value of this iconic test.”

A number of the arguments that are advanced in this review seem to need correction or refutation. Specifically, this riposte will examine whether a maximal treadmill test is an unrealistic procedure for athletes, whether a unimodal approach to testing is appropriate in sports medicine, and whether an alternative laboratory test...